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Abstract—Bibliometric measures derived from citation counts
are increasingly being used as a research evaluation tool. Their
strengths and weaknesses have been widely analyzed in the
literature and are often subject of vigorous debate. We believe
there are a few fundamental issues related to the impact of the
web on bibliographic practices that are not taken into account
with the importance they deserve. We focus on evaluation of
researchers, but several of our arguments may be applied also
to evaluation of research institutions as well as of journals and
conferences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bibliometric measures derived from citation counts are
increasingly being used as a research evaluation tool. Their
strengths and weaknesses have been widely analyzed in the
literature [4] and are often subject of vigorous debate, also
and especially in the computing research community [9]. In
this short paper we highlight two fundamental issues that, in
our opinion, are not taken into account with the importance
they deserve.
1) Causal relations between high quality work and citation
counts are vanishing.
2) Uncitedness of high quality work is not an exceptional
case.
In the next sections we elaborate on these claims and on their
interactions. We focus on evaluation of researchers, but several
of our arguments may be applied also to evaluation of research
institutions as well as of journals and conferences.
II. CAUSAL RELATIONS BETWEEN HIGH QUALITY WORK
AND CITATION COUNTS ARE VANISHING
The bibliographic practices of researchers have changed rad-
ically in recent years, in particular, concerning the discovery
of relevant works [10]. Prior to the diffusion of the web,
researchers were forced to focus their reading and searching
efforts on a well-defined set of journals and proceedings.
As a result, papers published in these venues had clearly
a much higher chance of being cited than papers published
elsewhere. On the other hand, there was a strong competition
for publishing in these venues precisely because of their much
higher chance to be read and, thus, cited. In fact, it is this
observation that ultimately justifies the use of citation counts
as a surrogate for measuring the quality of publication venues.
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Today researchers query search engines for the keyword
sets they deem relevant. Search engines rank the result set
and people don’t look further than the first pages of hits. In
other words, all papers related to the chosen keyword set have
essentially equal chances of being placed to the attention of a
researcher, irrespective of the rigor of the reviewing process,
of the acceptance criteria enforced by editors and so on. As
a result, these factors no longer play a crucial role in the
construction of the set of papers that may potentially be cited.
Academic search engines obviously do attempt to take
quality—in a broad sense—into account when constructing
and ranking a result set. On the other hand, an algorithm
for reliably quantifying quality of a scholar article has yet
to be found. Moreover, result construction and ranking has to
mix quality estimate with content relevance, but the details
of this procedure are engine-dependent and unknown. In
practice, quality estimate may easily be obfuscated by content
relevance. Citation counts appear to play a major role in
ranking algorithms, but their role with respect to content
relevance is, again, engine-dependent and unknown. Besides,
the recent recommendation service by Google Scholar seems
to be entirely content based. In summary, papers floating in
the ocean of low citation counts are read with a process
that depends on many factors, in which quality plays an
increasingly less relevant role.
Several recent results in bibliometric research confirm that
the causal relation between high quality and citation count
is vanishing: “Throughout most of the 20th century, papers’
citation rates were increasingly linked to their respective
journals’ Impact Factors. However, since 1990, the advent of
the digital age, [. . . ] the proportion of highly cited papers
coming from highly cited journals has been decreasing, and
accordingly, the proportion of highly cited papers not coming
from highly cited journals has also been increasing” [8]. This
result strongly suggests that reading efforts are increasingly
less focused on selected publications.
Another factor which impacts on reading habits—and, even-
tually, how researchers cite—is the availability of papers.
[6] focused on papers whose authors have supplemented
subscription-based access to the publisher’s version by self-
archiving their own copy and making it freely accessible on the
web. This study analyzed more than 27000 articles published
in nearly 2000 journals in years 2000–2006 and demonstrated
that papers made accessible in this Open Access form “are
cited significantly more than papers in the same journal and
year that have not been made Open Access”. This very same
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2phenomenon had been already pointed out back in 2001,
by analyzing 120.000 papers published in computer science
conferences [7]: “The results are dramatic, showing a clear
correlation between the number of times an article is cited and
the probability that the article is (freely) online”. Morever
“If we assume that articles published in the same venue
(proceedings for a given year) are of similar quality, then
the analysis by venue suggests that online articles are more
highly cited because of their easier availability”. These results
confirm that reading efforts are becoming more influenced by
ease of web access than by the need of reviewing the literature
more accurately.
One might argue that authors are competent enough to select
what is worth citing and what is not. The point is that an
author can hardly have the experience or specific competence
of a reviewer. In the past, authors that focused on high quality
venues for selecting what to cite benefited automatically from
the informed filtering by editorial boards. Today, this form
of quality certification is increasingly overwhelmed by such
radically different factors as ease of web discovery, ease of
access and content relevance. The likelihood that a paper takes
more citations of another paper which has gone through a
much more rigorous review is much higher today than it was
used to be 10 or 20 years ago.
III. UNCITEDNESS OF HIGH QUALITY WORK IS NOT AN
EXCEPTIONAL CASE
Every year, a significant percentage of papers that should
be considered as being of “high quality” under any metric or
human judgment, either never get cited at all or take just a few
citations. In other words, high quality papers are not immune
from the well known observation that a few papers take most
of the citations [4].
To illustrate this often overlooked phenomenon, we con-
sidered the Computer Science field and collected the citation
counts for all papers published in some top-level venues of
the respective subfields. Table I shows the 8 venues we chose,
along with their acronyms. Certainly, the list is not exhaustive
and not every paper published in these venues is groundbreak-
ing. It is equally true, though, that every such paper has under-
gone through a state-of-the-art reviewing process, i.e., a careful
analysis by several independent people that are recognized as
experts by the relevant scientific community. Any reasonable
assessment of research quality must necessarily assign to those
publications a weight that is not negligible. We focused on
years 2000–2009: a range sufficiently small to be analyzed
easily and sufficiently large to filter possible anomalies out. It
also extends in the past sufficiently enough to allow each paper
to be cited. We collected the data from Microsoft Academic
Search API1 during November, 2012. Since our aim is not
obtaining a “perfect” measure but just a high-level assessment,
possible weaknesses in terms of potential undercitations may
be tolerated. Table II shows, for each year and publication
venues, the percentage of papers which have taken 1 or 0
citations—we consider all the citations received up to the data
1http://academic.research.microsoft.com
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Fig. 1: Percentage of papers which received less than x
citations, counting all citations received up to November, 2012.
The chart below shows the detail for x ≤ 100.
collection date, i.e., up to 2012. For example, half of the papers
at IMC 2004 have been cited once or never at all.
Table III shows, for each year and publication venues, the
percentage of papers which have taken 0 citations within 2
year upon publication. For example, 3 on 4 papers published
at PODC 2004 received 0 citations from other papers published
in years 2004, 2005 and 2006.
The same data is plotted in Figures 1 and 2 which show the
percentage of papers which received less than a given number
of citations, counting all citations and citations received within
2 years upon publication, respectively. For example, Figure 2
shows that more than 60% of papers is never cited within
2 years upon publication. Other elaborations of this data
are available at http://machinelearning.inginf.units.it/data-and-
tools/paper-citations-for-important-cs-venues.
The implication of these distributions is clear: when eval-
uation of researchers is based on citation counts, a large
percentage of papers that are definitely high quality have a
remarkable chance of contributing very little, if at all, to
the assessment. The Italian Government, for example, has
recently established necessary bibliometric-based conditions
that faculty members have to satisfy in order to be eligible for
a promotion. The data are extracted from Scopus and Web of
Science (it has been argued that these sources are not adequate
3Publication venue Type Acronym
ACM Transactions on Computer Systems journal TOCS
ACM Transactions on Internet Technology journal TOIT
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering journal TKDE
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering journal TSE
ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles conference SOSP
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy conference S&P
Internet Measurement Conference conference IMC
Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing conference PODC
TABLE I: Publication venues and corresponding acronyms.
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
TOCS 0 16 7 0 17 0 0 8 20 12
TOIT 0 14 14 0 12 5 11 17 19 25
TKDE 14 18 10 9 18 14 19 26 25 39
TSE 14 13 10 16 29 17 25 25 28 21
SOSP 0 6 57 4 12
S&P 10 4 0 8 14 5 3 9 3 7
IMC 0 33 33 50 8 3 5 9 17
PODC 35 17 18 19 33 21 11 32 44 54
TABLE II: Percentage of papers which received, up to November, 2012, 0 or 1 citations, per publication venue. Blank table
cells correspond to unavailable data (e.g., a conference was not held during a given year).
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
TOCS 11 26 13 15 17 0 0 8 20 12
TOIT 100 71 71 31 41 41 63 59 81 56
TKDE 80 78 75 67 67 69 76 76 73 72
TSE 72 57 64 65 72 64 72 68 70 64
SOSP 56 44 96 62 50
S&P 59 40 19 31 27 19 32 38 24 56
IMC 100 100 83 100 68 61 83 72 90
PODC 91 72 59 55 75 70 49 71 80 85
TABLE III: Percentage of papers which received 0 citations within 2 years upon publication, per publication venue. Blank
table cells correspond to unavailable data (e.g., a conference was not held during a given year).
for computer science [9]). A candidate has to satisfy at least
two of these three criteria: number of journal publications,
citation counts, contemporary h-index (a variant of the h-index
in which the number of citations is weighed by the number
of years elapsed from the time of the publication)—we omit
the details for brevity. Table II suggests that a significant
percentage of TSE papers, for example, may contribute very
little to the second and third criterion, if at all. Those papers
might even contribute less than papers at any of the many
Scopus-indexed conferences whose quality is well below TSE
under any informed human judgment. Concerning the first
criterion an SOSP paper, for example, does not count at all.
IV. DISCUSSION
An ecosystem where incentives are heavily based on citation
counts and where discovery of relevant literature is mostly
based on content relevance and citation counts, could evolve
along unexpected paths and challenge several of the assump-
tions traditionally taken for granted.
Submitting to a top-level journal may lead to several review
rounds, each requiring a significant amount of work, with
a turnaround time that may take years and conclude with
a rejection. From the point of view of authors that have to
accumulate citation counts, submitting to such a journal may
be an irrational move: high cost and high risk with little, if any,
advantage in return. There is definitely a strong advantage in
submitting at journals with easier-to-satisfy editorial boards.
As soon as a paper has been published on some “indexed”
venue, it becomes ready to appear in search engine results
and, thus, ready to be cited.
Based on this observation, editorial boards and commer-
cial publishers could have an incentive in lowering the bar
while maintaining a sort of “decent” quality. In recent years
we have observed several cases of journals—by commercial
publishers—whose number of published articles per year has
grown very quickly by more than one order of magnitude. We
have also observed a similar trend regarding several collections
of computer science conference. We prefer not to point at any
specific case because we do not have any authority to judge the
quality of these publications. It is our opinion, though, that the
citation game is playing an important role here and we merely
invite the community to reflect on this trend. Incentives in
avoiding high quality reviewing processes may have disrupting
effects in the long term that can be imagined easily.
The writing process itself could change radically: (i) papers
should be written according to academic search engine opti-
mization techniques [1], [3]; and (ii) title and abstract should
be chosen after a careful analysis of candidate keywords in
Google Trends or similar tools. Diversity of research topics
could greatly suffer, as exploratory research in areas that are
not mainstream would be penalized at evaluation time. Finally,
spam and security problems could become a serious issue
also in research platforms, as there would be an enormous
and widespread interest in manipulating publicly available pdf
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Fig. 2: Percentage of papers which received less than x
citations, counting all citations received within 2 years upon
publication. The chart below shows the detail for x ≤ 50.
files for artificially increasing citation counts [2], [5]. Even
a transitory increase would suffice, as it would allow the
fraudulently promoted paper to emerge from the ocean of low
citation counts and start collecting legitimate citations.
We hope the issues outlined in this viewpoint will not be
taken lightly. Recognizing outstanding researchers is relatively
easy. Ensuring that the myriad of serious researchers that
happen not to be outstanding be given the chances they
deserve, while being assessed fairly is much more difficult. In
our modest opinion, bibliometric-based measures fail exactly
in this second category and their increased importance and
diffusion incur significant risks for the whole community.
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